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Abstract 
For a Tychonoff space X, C,(X) denotes the space of all continuous real-valued functions 
on X with the pointwise convergent topology. Two Tychonoff spaces X and Y are said to be 
p-equivalent if C,(X) and C,(Y) are linearly homeomorphic. We prove that any compact topo- 
logical n.-manifold is &equivalent to the n-disk. This complements a result of V. Valov on non- 
compact manifolds. Further the classification of CW complexes up to p-equivalence, originated by 
D. Pavlovskii, is completed by classifying noncompact CW complexes up to the above equivalence. 
Kegwords: Function space; Pointwise convergent topology; Topological manifold; Nobeling 
space; CW complex 
AMS classijication: Primary 46ElO; 54C35; 57Q05, Secondary 57N99 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
For a Tychonoff space X, C,(X) denotes the space of all real-valued continuous 
functions defined on X with the pointwise convergent topology. It is a locally convex 
linear topological space. Two Tychonoff spaces X and Y are said to be !-equivalent if 
there exists a linear homeomorphism of C,(X) onto C,(Y). The classification problem 
of certain classes of spaces up to l-equivalence has been investigated by several authors 
(See [l-4,12] et al.). For example, the classifications for the class of countable metric 
spaces of scattered height < w and for the class of locally compact zero dimensional sep- 
arable metric spaces are complete [4]. On the other hand, the higher dimensional situation 
has not been thoroughly understood. The following are some results in this direction. 
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Theorem 1.1. (1) [ 12, Theorem 2; 2, Theorem 11. if X is an n-dimensional compact 
CW complex, then X is e-equivalent to the n-disk D7”. 
(2) [8, Theorem 9; 2, Theorem 41. If X is an n-dimensional non-compact polyhe- 
dron with infinitely many n-simplexes, then X is e-equivalent to the topological sum of 
countably many n-disks @ D”. 
Theorem 1.2 [14]. Let E = Iw”, I” (= the Hilbert cube), pTL (= the n-dimensional 
universal Menger compactum) or R.” and suppose that X is an E-manifold. 
(1) If X is compact and E = I” or p”, then X is e-equivalent to E. 
(2) If X is not compact, then X is e-equivalent to $ E. 
In the present paper, we proceed further in this direction and complete the classifica- 
tion for the class of CW complexes and the class of manifolds modeled on the above 
spaces and the Niibeling space Ni’“+l (see Section 2 for the definition). The proofs 
rely on techniques of [ 1,2,8,12,14]. Throughout this paper, all spaces are assumed to be 
Tychonoff. A compact metric space is called a compactum. 
Notutions, dejinitions and known results 
Definitions 1.3. (1) For topological linear spaces E and F, E N F means that E and 
F are linearly homeomorphic. 
(2) Suppose that topological linear spaces E and F have some norms 11 11~ and 
/I IIF respectively, which are not necessarily compatible with the topologies. A linear 
continuous map f : E + F is said to be bounded if there exists a constant K > 0 
such that Ilf(z)llF < KIIzI/E f or each x E E. The spaces E and F are said to be 
norm-equivalent if there exists a linear homeomorphism f : E + F such that f and f-l 
are bounded with respect to /j II E and 11 11~. The homeomorphism f is called a norm 
equivalence. 
(3) For topological linear spaces E and F with norms, the product space E x 
F is always assumed to be endowed with the norm defined by Il(x,~)lj~~~ = 
max(llzllE, jlvll~). Also E,” denotes the linear subspace of E” defined by 
E,” = {(xi) E E” I ,‘iir IIIL.~I/ = 0). 
(4) For a Tychonoff space X, C,(X) d enotes the space of all continuous real-valued 
functions with the pointwise convergent topology. For a closed subset Y of X, C,(XjY) 
denotes the subspace of C,(X) consisting of all functions vanishing on Y. When X is 
compact, C,(X) is always assumed to be endowed with the sup norm. In general, for 
compact subset K of X and for f E C,(X), let 
llfll~ = sup { l.f(~)I I z E K}. 
(5) For a Tychonoff space X, let 
(C$(X))z = { (fi) E C,(X)” / lim IlfJi~ = 0 for each compact subset K of X}. 
Notice that for a compact space X, C,(X): = C,(X);. 
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(6) For a space X, Ln(X) denotes the dual linear space of C,(X) with the weak 
topology. It is known that 
An(X) = 
i 
&& 1 ai E R andziEXforeachi,kEN 
i=l I 
Where 6, denotes the Dirac measure at a point 2. For 77 = C,“=, oi6zZ E Ln(X), the set 
{Q 1 i = 1). . . , k} IS called the support of 77 and denoted by supp 7. 
(7) Let f : X + Y be a continuous map between spaces. The map f induces a linear 
continuous map f# : C,(Y) t C,(X) defined by the formula; f#(cp) = ‘p o f for each 
P E C,(Y). 
(8) The n-disk is denoted by D”. The convergent sequence (0) U { 1 /n / n, E N} is 
denoted by S. 
(9) A compacturn X is said to be S-stable if X x S is l-equivalent to X. 
Some known results 
The following definitions and results are key ingredients for the proofs in the present 
paper. 
Definitions and Theorems 1.4. (1) Let (X, A) b e a pair of a space X and its closed 
set A. A linear continuous map U: C,(A) + C,(X) 1s called an extension operator if 
ala = f for each f E C,(A). It is essentially proved by Dugundji [9] that, if X is a 
metrizable space, such an operator u exists and moreover if X is a compactum, then u 
can be chosen as a bounded operator. 
(2) Suppose that X is a metrizable space and A and B are closed sets of X such that 
A c B. Then there exists a linear homeomorphism 
cp :C,(XIA) + C,(W) x C,(XIB). 
When X is a compactum, the homeomorphism cp can be chosen to be a norm equiva- 
lence. 
Definitions and Theorems 1.5. (1) Let f : X t Y be a map between spaces X and Y. 
A continuous linear operator u : C,(X) ++ C,(Y) is called a regular averaging operator 
of f if U( 1) = 1 and u o f# = id. It is well known (see, for example, [ 12, p. 5911) that 
f admits a regular extension operator if and only if there exists a map 
such that supp r(g) C f-‘(y) f or any y E Y. When f admits a regular averaging 
operator, then C,(X) N C,(Y) x E, where E is the topological linear subspace of 
C,(X) defined by 
E = (9 - f# 0 u(g) I g E C,(X)}. 
(2) Suppose that U is a locally finite open cover of a metrizable space X and let 
2 = @{cl(U) / u E IA} and p: 2 + X bc the canonical projection. Then p 
admits a regular averaging operator and hence there exists a linear homeomorphism 
$J : C,(Z) + C,(X) x E, where E is a subspace of C,(Z). When X and 2 are com- 
pact, the homeomorphism IJ!J can be chosen to be a norm equivalence. 
The proofs of both of these results can be found in [14, p. 585 and Proposition 2.131 
and are omitted (the norm condition easily follows from the proofs). 
Proposition 1.6 [12, Statement (l), p. 371. Let X be a metrizable space which is the 
union oftwo closed sets XI and X2. Let X0 = XI fIX2. [fC,(Xo) - (&(X0) x C,(XO), 
then C,(X) - C&(X,) x CP(X2). 
The following observation, which follows immediately from Theorem l.l( l), will be 
used repeatedly throughout the paper. 
Observation 1.7. Jf m < n, are positive integers and if cy 6 fi are cardinals, then 
cP(D-)a x c,(Dn)fl N CP(D7L)F 
2. Function spaces on certain manifolds 
Suppose that a metric space X admits a locally finite countable open cover IA each of 
whose member is !-equivalent to a fixed space Y. By [14, Proposition 2.131, C,(X) rv 
C,(Y)w if X contains a closed copy of the topological sum @ Y of countably many Y’s. 
The following theorem can be regarded as an analogue of the above result for compacta. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a compactum and suppose that there exists a$nite open cover 
U = { Ui 1 i = 1,. , n} such that cl (Vi) is e-equivalent to an S-stable cornpactum E. 
Then X is l-equivalent to E. 
Since any compact topological manifold can be covered by finitely many open disks 
intF,s and Dn is easily seen to be S-stable, we have that 
Corollary 2.2. Any compact topologicul n-manifold is e-equivalent to D”. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1. 1( 1) due to Pavlovskii applies if a topological manifold 
admits a handlebody decomposition, that is, unless the manifold is a 4-dimensional 
nonsmoothable manifold [ 10, p. 1361. The proof of Theorem 2.1 presented here does 
not rely on such a structure theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 easily generalizes to locally compact metric spaces as follows. 
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that X is a locally compact metrizable space and E is an S- 
stable compactum. If each point x of X has an open neighborhood U, such that cl(Uz) 
is &equivalent to E, then 
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C,(X) +- C,(E) 
;f X is compact, 
C,,(E)W(x) !f X is not compact, where w(X) is the weight of X. 
Proof. Decompose X into the topological sum of locally compact separable metric 
spaces @ X,, where N < w(X). If X, is compact, X, is e-equivalent to E by The- 
orem 2.1, whereas if X, is not compact, X, is l-equivalent to the topological sum of 
countably many E’s by [ 14, Proposition 2.131. Then the conclusion easily follows. 0 
The scheme of the proof is similar to the one of [ 14, Proposition 2.131. The compact- 
ness of X prevents the countable topological sum of E from being embedded into X 
as a closed set, so it is not clear whether C,(X) contains CP(E)w as a linear subspace. 
We avoid this difficulty by replacing CP(E)w with C,(E); and apply the Bessaga- 
Pelczynski scheme with an examination of the norm conditions. The following lemmas 
are used for this purpose. 
Lemma 2.4 [ 1, Theorem 11. Let Y and Z be compacta and suppose that there exists a 
linear isomorphism cp : C,(Y) -+ C,(Z). Then cp is a norm equivalence. 
Lemma 2.5. For topological linear spaces E and F with norms /I 11~ and 11 IIF, we 
have the following. 
(1) If there exists a norm equivalence cp: E + F with respect to // 11~ and 11 11~, then 
E,” and F,” are linearly homeomorphic. 
(2) Let E x F be endowed with the norm 11 11~~~ = max{II \IE, I/ IIF}. Then E,” x q;” 
is linearly homeomorphic to (E x F),“. 
The proofs are easy and are omitted. 
Lemma 2.6. For compacta Y, Z and E, we have the following. 
(1) C,(Y x S) - C,(Y);. 
(2) [2, Proposition 191. If Y is e-equivalent to 2, then Y x S is e-equivalent to Z x S. 
(3) [2, Proposition 201. Y x S is S-stable. 
(4) rf E is S-stable, then C,(E) N CP(E)n for each n E N. 
Comments on proofs. The statement (1) is essentially proved in [ 14, Lemma 2.51. The 
statement (2) is an easy consequence of (l), Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5(l). The equiv- 
alence of (4) follows from below and an easy induction: 
C,(E) x C,(E) N C,(E x S) x C,(E) - C,(E x S $ E) 
- C,(E x S) - C,(E). 
Lemma 2.7 [2, Proposition 231. Suppose that Y is a compactum which contains a closed 
set A which is e-equivalent to Y x S. Then Y is S-stable. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that X and E are as in the hypothesis of the theorem. 
First we notice that the following claim implies the conclusion. 
Claim. X x S is !-equivalent to E x S. 
For, since cl(U1) is l-equivalent to E which is S-stable, the above claim implies that 
cl(U1) is l-equivalent to X x S. By Lemma 2.7, X is S-stable. Therefore, C,(X) N 
C,(X x S) - C,(E x S) N C,(E), completing the proof. 
Proof of Claim. The isomorphy between C,(X x S) and C,(E x S) is established by 
a sequence of linear homeomorphisms. The following diagram indicates the sequence. 
The definitions of each linear homeomorphisms will follow after the diagram. 





C,(X x S);;’ C,(E x S): 
I $3 
(WE x S) x P)r;’ (C&f x S) x Q); 
I ‘p1 $3 
(CdE x S)); x q;” (GO x S,),: x Q: 
1 PJ 1 $4 
Cp(E x S)f x Cp(E x S);;’ x P,i” Cp(X x S); x C,(X x S);;’ x Q;; 
1 -! id xlpy 1 Id x”;’ 





(C&X x S) x Q); x (C&E x S) x J’); - (c;;(E x S) x p); x (C,(X x S) x Q); 
cpl and $1: Since X x S and E x S are S-stable by Lemma 2.6(3), the existence of 
these isomorphisms follows from Lemma 2.6( 1). 
(~2 and $2: X x S contains cl(Ur ) x S which is j-equivalent to E x S by Lemma 2.6(2). 
Applying Proposition lS( 1) and Lemma 2.4, we have that C,(X x S) is norm equivalent 
to C,(E~S)XC,(XXS/C~(U~)XS). Let P = Cr,(XxS~cl(U~)xS). Then Lemma2.5(1) 
implies the existence of the linear homeomorphism (~2. 
Recall that X = UF=, U, and cl(U,) is e-equivalent to E. Let 2 = @ cl(U%) and take 
the canonical projection p : 2 + X. Applying Proposition 1 S(2) to p x ids : 2 x S + 
XxSandthecover{UixSIi=l,..., n}, we see that C,(Z x S) is norm equivalent 
to C,(X x S) x Q for some topological linear subspace Q of C,(Z x S). Thus an 
application of Lemma 2.5( 1) implies the existence of the isomorphism $9. 
~3 and $3: Apply Lemma 2.5(2). 
(~4 and $4: The isomorphism (~4 is of the form pi x idqy, where 
‘P;: C,(E x S); t C,(E x S); x C,(E x S);;’ 
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is defined by the formula: 
cFl(fl?f2>f.i?.‘.) = (<fl,f3,fS,...),(f2,fil,...,). 
This is clearly a linear homeomorphism. The same construction yields the isomor- 
phism $4. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Chigogidze [6] introduced the notion of the pseudo-interior Y” of the universal Menger 
compacturn LL~’ and it is proved in [7] that u7’ is homeomorphic to the Nobeling space 
N2’&+’ consisting of all points of JR2n+’ at most n-coordinates of which are rational. 
There are several reasons that we may expect the theory of Nijbeling manifolds as a 
finite dimensional analogue of the Hilbert space manifold theory. The following theorem 
is a counterpart to the results [14, Theorems 2.14 and 2.91 for the Nobeling space. The 
crucial point is the following property of N?+’ (see [7] for a proof), where Polish 
spaces refer to separable completely metrizable spaces. 
Any at most n-dimensional Polish space can be embedded into N$+’ as a closed set. 
Theorem 2.8. Let X be a metrizable spuce. Then X is e-equivalent to the space Nz”+’ 
!f and only (f X is un n-dimensional Polish space which contains a closed copy of 
N211+1 
71 
Proof. The proof is basically the same as the one of [14, Theorem 2.91. Suppose first 
that X is e-equivalent to N, 2n+’ By [5], X is completely metrizable. Since the density . 
of a space is preserved under e-equivalence (see, for example, [3, I. 1.6]), X is separable. 
Moreover dim X = n. by [ 131. Proposition 2 of [ 121 implies that there exists an open 
set of N$+’ which is embedded into X, but any open set of N$+’ contains a closed 
copy of N2”+‘. It is easy to see that we can take such copy as a closed set of X. 
For a pr”oof of another implication, we show that 
and appeal to [14, Lemma 2.71. Since Np+’ x S is an n-dimensional Polish space, it 
is embedded into NF+’ as a closed set. The following lemma, which finishes the proof 
of Theorem 2.8, is essentially due to [14, Theorem 2.91, and we omit the proof. 
Lemma 2.9. Let X be a metrizable space and suppose that X x S is embedded into X 
us a closed set. Then 
G(X) - GJ(X)w,. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Remark. Any n-dimensional compactum can be embedded into the universal Menger 
compactum P’~. Combining this fact with the above argument, we can avoid the use of 
Dranishnikov’s map for the proof of [ 14, Theorem 2.91. 
3. Function spaces on infinite CW complexes 
In this section, we are concerned with C,(X) when X is an infinite CW complexes. 
The first proposition, which is of independent interest, will be used to perform induction 
steps. 
A proper map f : X + Y is a closed map such that f-‘(K) is compact for each 
compact subset K of Y. For a proper map f : X t Y between locally compact metrizable 
spaces, the mapping cylinder ibff is defined by 
Mf = x x [O, l] $ Y/(x, 1) - f(z), II: E x. 
It is easy to see that Mf is metrizable. 
Proposition 3.1. For any proper mup .f : X + Y between 10~~11~ compact metrizable 
spaces, we have that 
CP(Mf) - CP(X x P,11> x C,(Y). 
Proof. Since Y is closed in Mf, we have that 
C,(M,) - C,(Y) x CrJ(~~~lY) 
by Proposition 1.5(l). It is easy to see that 
C,(Mf]Y) N qx x [O, l]]X x 1) - qx x [O, l]]X x 0) 
and by Proposition 1.5(l) again, we have that 
qx x [O, l]]X x 0) - cn(x x [O, l]]X x s) - C,(X x SIX x 0). 
The proof of [14, Theorem 2.51 is applied to prove that 
C.,(X x [0, l]]X x S) - C,(X x [0, l]]X x (0, I}):, and 
C,(X x s/x x 0) - Cn(X)Z. 
By [14, Lemma 2.31, we see that 
CP(X x [O, 9; N c&f x [O: I]IX x (0, l>>w, x qJ(X)$ 
Furthermore, 
Cp(X x 10, 11) Iv cp(x x Io,~l,; 
by [ 14, Theorem 2.51. 








Our first goal is to prove Theorem 3.3 which is a generalization of Theorem 1. I to 
noncompact CW complexes. 
Definition 3.2. A cell e of a CW complex X is called a principal cell if e is not contained 
in the closure of any other cell of X. For a CW complex X, ‘P,(X) denotes the set of 
all principal i-cells. Let q(X) be 
Q(X) = 1 p(X)1 if IPii(X)l 3 W, if lpi(X)] < W. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let X be an n-dimensional CW complex (n 3 I). Then 
C,(X) - Jj cp(D”)‘~(xL 
i=l 
The proof proceeds by an induction on 72. Theorem l.l( 1) deals with the compact case. 
First we prove the theorem when n = 1. Notice that a noncompact l-dimensional CW 
complex is an infinite graph. 
Lemma 3.4. Let r 2 w be a cardinal and let I7 = V,,,[O, llcy be the quotient space 
obtained from @a<7 [0, lla by identifying all O’s into one point. Then 
Proof. Let 0 be the point of identification of I7 and let 
the cardinality T. Clearly, 
Cp(lr) N C,(O) x C,(~,lO), 
and it is easy to see that 
Cn(IrlO) ‘v C&O, 11 x D(r)10 x D(r)) - C,([O> 
Let I = [0, l] and J = [l/2, 11, and let i : J + I 
exists an extension operator u : C,(J) + C,(I]O) and 
Theorems 1.4 that 
D(T) be the discrete space with 
(1) 
W’~ (2) 
be the inclusion. Clearly there 
this implies by Definitions and 
C,(IlO) - C,(J) x E f or some topological linear subspace E of C,(I]O). (3) 
Notice also that 
C,(J) - C,(J @ a point) (by Theorem 1.1(l)) (4) 
-C,(I) x C,(O). 
Therefore we have the following sequence of isomorphisms. 
CP(IT) - C,(O) x CP(LlO) (1) 
- C,(O) x C,(J)’ x E’ (2) and (3) 
- C,(J)r x C,(O)7 x E’ (4) 
- c,(I]o)T x C,(O)’ (3) 
- Cp(Q7. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.5. If dimX = 1, then Theorem 3.3 holds. 
Proof. The scheme of the proof is similar to the one of [ 14, Proposition 2.131. Since 
dim X = 1, it is easy to get a triangulation K of X so that the closure of each 1 -cell 
of X contains at most three I-simplexes of K. For a vertex 2, of K, let st (v, K) be the 
open star of V. The key for the proof is the fact that the collection {st (u, K) 1 ‘II E FL(“)} 
forms a locally finite open cover of X (see, for example, (11, Corollary 3, p. 2931). Let 
S, = cl st(v, K) and let r(u) be the cardinality of the set of all I-simplexes containing 
‘u. Then S, is homeomorphic to 17-(U). Let 2 = @ S, be the topological sum of S,‘s 
and take the canonical projection p : Z + X. By Proposition 1 S(2), we have that 
(1) C,(Z) N C,(X) x E f or some topological linear space E. 
Let {ca / cy < T} be the collection of all l-cells of X, all of which are principal. 
“Shrink” each a, into s, to form a closed discrete collection {se j CY < T}. It is easy 
to see that there exists an extension operator u : Cn(Ua<7 s,) + C,(X), which implies 
by Definitions and Theorems 1.4 that 
(2) C,(X) N Cr,($a<7 SC,) x C,(Xl um<7 se). 
We show next that 
(3) C,(Z) - CrJG&<7 SO). 
Proof of (3). By Lemma 3.4, 5’,” is l-equivalent to $,(,, I and hence Z is g-equivalent 
to @, @,(,, 1. In this sum, each 1 corresponds to an 1 -simplex of K and each 1 -simplex 
of K “appears” at most twice under this correspondence. Since there are infinitely many 
I-simplexes, we see that $, @,(,, 1 is homeomorphic to the topological sum of JK(‘) /- 
many 1’s. As each l-cell of the original CW complex structure of X contains at most 
three I-simplexes of K, we see that Z is e-equivalent to ea._ s,. 0 
Let F = C,(Z). Since rt (X) 3 w, we have that F” N F. We are now in the situation 
to which the Bessage-Pelczynski method is applied as follows. 
C,(X)G( @SO) x c;,(Xl u %) 
_,x,;(X,,,,) ruiT 
~F”xFx(;p(Xl~Tsc.) 
N F” x C,(X) 
-Cp(X)W x E” x C,(X) 
c-v C,(X)” x E” 
-FF”-F. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof proceeds by an induction. We may assume that X is 
not compact. The n = 1 case is proved in Lemma 3.5. We assume that theorem holds 
for all CW complexes of dimension < R - 1. 
Suppose that X is an n-dimensional infinite CW complex and let {ga 1 cy < Y-~(X)} 
be the collection of all n-cells of X. As in Lemma 3.5, shrink each gcu into s, so that 
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{%I I Q < %(X>) f orms a closed discrete collection. Let Sz-’ be the (n - 1) sphere 
indexed by cy < r,(X) and fix a homeomorphism fQ : ST:-’ + as,. The collection { fa} 
defines a map f : $ SE-’ + X. Define Y and 2 by Y = X(n-l) and 2 = X-u, int s,, 
and observe that 2 is the mapping cylinder of f. Applying Proposition 3.1, we have that 
C,(Z) - c, @ s;-’ x I x cp(x(7’-‘)). ( > 
The subset Y and 2 are closed in X and Y n 2 = $, as,. By Theorem 1.1(l), 
G( E”GJ x G( gk?) - ~c,(as,) x C&4 
- n C,(k) - C”( @s,). 
cY<7 
Now apply Proposition 1.6 and we have that 
C,(X) - C,(Y) x C&0 
Let cri be the cardinality of the set of all principal i-cells of X(n-‘) which is contained 
in the closure of an n-cell of X. It is easy to see that, for each i < rt - 1, we have that 
ri(X) + gi = ri(X(71-‘)) and ci = m(X). 
(Use the closure finite condition for the last equality.) The desired equivalence is obtained 
as follows. 
N fi c,(~~)W) (apply Observation 1.7 here). 
i=l 
This completes the proof. 0 
The expression of C,(X) in Theorem 3.3 may not be “irreducible” in the sense 
that Observation 1.7 can be used to “cancel” some terms C,(Oi)Ti(x). The irreducible 
expression is defined in the following way. 
Let ~1 = max{ri(X) 1 i = 1,. . . ,n} and let it = max{s 1 TV = al}, Recursively 
define at+1 = max{_ri(X) 1 i > it} an zt+t = max{s ( s > it and rs(X) = ot+t}_ d 
Then repeated applications of Observation 1.7 show that 
(W 
where ik = n and a, > w for each s < k - 1. The sequence ((a,); (i,)) is called the 
irreducible sequence of X and the expression (#I) is called the irreducible expression of 
C,(X). Notice that it < iz < . .. < ik and or > ~2 > ..’ > ok. The next theorem 
completes the classification of function spaces on finite dimensional CW complexes. 
Theorem 3.6. Let ((is); (LY,)) and ((&); (0,)) h e two irreducible sequences. Then 
fp(Dy- N fpI,(DJ’)“’ 
a=1 t=1 
~andonl~c~k:=C,i,=j,and~,s=psforeachs= l,...,k. 
Proof. Let A(i,; cys) = $,, Dzs and for simplicity, let X,T = A(it ; or)@. -@A(i,; cys) 
and Yt = A(jt ; PI) $. @ A($; &). Suppose that there exists a linear homeomorphism 
Q : Cp(&) --f Cp(&). 
First of all, since dim XI, = dim Yp, it follows that ik = j,. We prove that 
ok: = ,fie. (1) 
Let 19* : L,(Yt) + &(Xk) be the dual isomorphism. Define a subset L of XI, by 
L = U {suPP (6*(&v)) I !I E n(je, ,&)} C Xk. 
For any dense set D of A(je,fle), the set U{supp(8*(6,)) / y E D} is dense in L by 
the continuity of B*. Hence, d(L) < d(A(je, fit)), where d(E) denotes the density of E. 
Let P = u{Dj j 03 n L # 0}. S’ mcc any disk is separable, d(L) = d(P). This means 
that 
d(P) < d(n(j,, Pt)) = Pe. 
Now we proceed as in [14, Theorem 2.161. The same argument as the one in [14, 
p. 593, lines 23-35]> one can prove that 
C&-&G> A)) - C,(Xk/r) x E for some topological linear space E. 
Notice that Ye/A(‘e, ,&) and Xk/P are locally compact metrizable spaces. The proof 
of [g, Theorem 61 works in this situation to conclude that 
dim Xk/P 6 dim Yt/A(je; ,Oi) = j,_, 
The above inequality forces P to contain A(i, = je; ok) and hence d(P) 3 ulk. Therefore 
ok < pe and by symmetry ok: 3 fit, so the equality holds. 
Next we prove that 
C,(X,- I ) - Cp(fi-I ). (2) 
The above proof of (1) shows that there exists a subset P of Xk containing A(i, = 
j,; LV~ = 0~) with d(P) = rye; such that C,(Yf_,) - CP(xk/P) x E. Recalling that 
ak > LY~__I > ... > or, we see that C,,(Xk/P) - C,(X,_r). Thus 
C,(&-I) - C,(X,-I) x E 
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for some topological linear space E, and by the symmetry again, C&(X,_,) - 
C,(Y~-I) X F for some topological linear space F. Since o&t 3 w and Pe_, 3 W, 
we see that 
ql(ye-I )” N C,(Y&,) and C,(X,_,)d - C,(X,_,). 
Now apply the Bessaga-Pelczynski scheme as follows. 
c,(xk-1) N c,(&-,) X F 
N C&k,)” x C,(Ye-,) x F 
- c,(&-l)” x Cp(x,-1) 
-C,(x,-,)” X E” X c,(Xk_,) 
N cp(x,-I)" X E” - C,(Y~_,)” 
- Cp(ye-I). 
This proves (3) and a downward induction completes the proof. q 
It would be worth mentioning a special case when X is a locally compact finite di- 
mensional polyhedron. Any such polyhedron X is a countable complex and q(X) = 1 
or w. An application of Observation 1.7 simplifies the expression of C,(X) as fol- 
lows. 
Corollary 3.7. Let X be a locally compact n-dimensional polyhedron and let p(X) = 
max{i 1 there are injinitely many principal i-simplexes}. Then 
C,(X) - cp(D~(x))w x C&q. 
Two locally compact$nite dimensional polyhedra X and Y are !-equivalent if and onl) 
ifdimX = dimY and p(X) = p(Y). 
Remark. It follows from [14, Corollary 2.61 that Cp(Dn) is not linearly homeomorphic, 
but is homeomorphic to Cp(Dn)W. This implies that, if k < 72, Cr,(Dk)w x Cp(Dn) is 
homeomorphic to 
c,p”y x C,(P)” N (C,(D”) x c,(D~y N C,(DT~)W 
(by Observation 1.7) and the last term is homeomorphic to C,(DL). This observation 
and the above corollary imply that, for any locally compact n-dimensional polyhedron 
X, C,(X) is homeomorphic to Cp(Dn). 
Next we deal with infinite dimensional CW complexes. Recall that for any CW com- 
plex X, X = dirlim(X(‘) --t Xc2) + . .), where all bonding maps are inclusions. For 
an infinite dimensional CW complex X, let cryi be the cardinality of the set of all 
i-cells which are contained in the closures of infinitely many cells. Then C,(X) can be 
expressed as follows. 
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Theorem 3.8. For an infinite dimensional CW complex X, 
C,(X) - fiC,(D”)‘.(“) x fic;,(D’)“W 
i=l ?=l 
Proof. By the above remark, we see that 
C,(X) N invlim 
( 
C,,(X(‘)) Z C,(X(‘)) ” + ), (1) 
where ik : Xc”) + X(“+‘) is the inclusion. 
Let C, be the set of all n-cells of X and let on = IC, /. The set C, is decomposed 
into three sets as follows. 
C,,=A,uB,uP,, 
where A,, = the set of all n-cells which are contained in the closures of infinitely many 
cells, B, = the set of all n-cells which are contained in the closure of a principal cell 
of dim 3 n + 1, and P, = the set of all principal n-cells. 
Let Pn = l&I, then aTI, = on(X) + /ZL + r,,,(X). 
A careful examination of the proof of Theorem 3.3 (the induction step) reveals that 
there exists a linear homeomorphism 
(Pn : c, (x@+‘)) + c,(x(q x cp(P+y 
which makes the above diagram commutative. This implies that 
C,(X) N fickle 
i=l 
N fi C&q’Q) x fi C,(Ip x fi c,(Dyw 
2=1 2=1 L=l 
By Observation 1.7 again, the second term of the last formula can be “cancelled” as 
follows. Let Bij (i < j) be the set of all i-cells of B, which is contained in the closure 
of a principal j-cell. Clearly Bi = Uj>, B,, and let fiLj = I&j/. Then 
fi C&)~)G”O 
i=l 
x fi C#Y)fi~ N fi (C,,(D’)“(“! x n C,(D”)““.) 
i=l i=l k<a 
N fi cp(Dy(X) by Observation 1.7. 
i=l 
Therefore we have the desired conclusion. 0 
Let us specialize the above result to polyhedra. Let h, : CT” -+ CT’+’ be the standard 
embedding of the i-simplex into the (i + I)-simplex as one of the faces and let 
crcu = dirlim ( 
0’ _!%+ a2 J& ), 
If X is an infinite dimensional polyhedron, regarded as a CW complex in the standard 
manner, then it is clear that on(X) = the cardinality of the set of all n-simplexes which 
is contained in an “inlinite simplex” P’. It is then easy to see that or),(X) does not 
depend on n and denoted by a(X). From Theorem 3.8, we have that 
Corollary 3.9. If X is an infinite dimensional polyhedron then 
C,(X) - fi Cp(Di)“(X) x fi c,(Dy). 
i=I i=l 
Remark. It is easy to construct an infinite dimensional countable polyhedron K such 
that ri (K) = 0 for each i and K contains c-many crco’ s. According to the above corollary, 
C,(K) N fi C,(DZY N Cn(g”) 
a= 1 
and the last term is not linearly homeomorphic to Cn(P)‘. (This follows from an 
examination of the densities of the underlying spaces. See, for example, [3, 1.1.6].) 
This example indicates that in Corollary 3.9, one cannot replace the second term with 
C,,(O-)~(~), where g(X) is the cardinality of the set of all D~‘s. 
It remains to classify the space nz”=, CP(D’)at and this is performed in the next 
theorem. In statements (1) and (2) below, we deal with special cases and the statement 
(3) claims that these two cases exhaust all the possibility. For a sequence (or) of cardinals, 
take a sequence of sets (A,) such that IAil = (Y,. Let cyy = 1 @j2i A, 1. 
Theorem 3.10. (1) For two sequences (ai) and (pi) of infinite cardinals, 
fiCP(DL)aa - fiCP(Di)ul if and only if LYE = @y for each i. 
i=l r=l 
(2) rI=, qw> - n:, Cp(W. 
(3) For any sequence (ai) of cardinals, the space nz”=, CP(Di)ff* is linearly horneo- 
morphic to a space of the Qpe (1) above. 
Proof. Let A(i, ~i) = $,, Da, then C,(@ A(i, ai)) N nz, CP(Di)~z. 
(1) Suppose first that @ A(i, cxi) and $ A(i, pz) are !-equivalent. We show that CY~ = 
,!Yp” for each i. The argument is similar to the one of Theorem 3.6. We sketch the outline 
of the proof. Take a linear homeomorphism 8 : C,(@ A(i, 0,)) + CP(@ A(i, ,&)) and 
let K = @,“=, n(j, c*‘j) and L = U{ supp8*(b,) / y E K}. As in Theorem 3.6, d(L) < 
d(K). Let P be the union of all Dj,s of ez A(i, 0%) which intersect L, then we have 




Apply (the proof of) [8, Theorem 61 again to show that 
dimgd(j,&)/P < dim$I3(1,ir,)) = i - 1, 
J=I j=l 
which means that P contains @F, a(j, fi,,). Therefore 
fly = d(K) 3 d(P) 2 0:. 
By symmetry, we obtain the reverse inequality. 
Conversely, suppose that a? = /1,” for each ?. For each i, let y1 = max(cul, fi,). 
Under the above assumption. we prove that 
(4) nl”=, CP(Oz),z - fl;:_, CJD’P - n:, C,,(Wfil. 
Proof of (4). For each i, let A, and Bi be sets such that (x1 = IAil, ,O, = j&J, and 
A, > B, if hi = LY,, and A, c Bi if A/,, = jl’,. 
Let C, = (Ai - B,) U (B, - A;) and 6, = IC,). Clearly 
cyl = /I?1 + 6,, if yi = (1;: and p1 = (1, + li, if yi = 0, 
Since 6, 6 0, < ~‘7 if yI = CY, and fi, < ii’, < [YI ;” if 7, = pi, there exists an injection 
C, + $j>i A, or @j2:i B, according to either of the above cases. Decompose Ci into 
eJai C,, such that Ci, is embedded into A., or B,,. Let 6i, = lC,, 1 < cyj or /YJ. Then 
fiC&Y)‘I - n Cr,(D1)(Y~ x rJ C@‘)‘jL 
i=l n&20, y,>n, 
- n C,(D’),k, x n cl,(D,)ck,+J, 
a&2B, /3”>0, 
N G C,,(P)Q x J-J fi C,,(P)6~ ,+A 
ii, >n, s=o 
C,,(fY)“J x fi C&Y’)“,-~ 2 
t=o 
( by Observation 1.7 and 6,-t t < a,). 
By symmetry, we see that nE”=, Cr,(DL)YG - nz, Cr,(D’)fil and this completes the 
proof of (4) and hence the proof of (I). 
(2) @ a(i, I) is naturally embedded in @ a(’ z, w ) as a closed set. It is easy to construct 
a closed embedding of @, d(i, w) into @, A(;, 1). Then the desired isomorphy follows 
from [ 14, Lemma 2.71. 
(3) Let ((1,) be a sequence of cardinals. We have three cases to consider. 
CUM 1. All but finitely many oi’s are infinite cardinals. 
Cuse 2. All but finitely many cri’s are finite cardinals. 
Cusc 3. There are infinitely many infinite cardinals and infinitely many finite cardinals. 
For Case 1, let I< > 0 be such that a7 3 w for each i 3 K. Observation 1.7 applies 
to see that 
7=1 1=I i>K 
which is a space of the type (1). If Case 2 occurs, let L > 0 be such that (1, < w for 
each i 3 L. Then a similar computation to the above with the help of (2) shows that 
fi Cr,(P)(Q N fi CP(D2)cII x n C,(P)-‘: 
?=I 1=I r>L 
which also reduces to the type (1). Finally for Case 3, decompose N into countable 
collection of disjoint sets as N = Uz”=, A, U El; such that, with respect to the standard 
order, 
A, < B, < AZ < B2 < 
(that is, for each a,~ E A, and bi E B,, we have that ni < bl < (~2 < b2 < . .), and 
n,<wif(~,tUA~and~~~~wif(~i~U~j 
3 I 
Then we have that 
fi CP(LY)O, - n C,(P)” x n C;;)(D’)(Y~ x n C,(D)~ x .’ 
i=I (YLEAI u,EBt cr,EA2 
by Observation 1.7 and (2). 
This completes the proof of (3) and the proof of the theorem. 0 
Let us apply the above result to infinite dimensional locally compact polyhedra. If X 
is such a polyhedron, X contains no P, so C,(X) N nF”=, CP(D”)‘a(x) and rL(X) = 1 
or w. From Theorem 3.10, we have that 
Corollary 3.11. For an?; locally compact injinite dimensionul pol~hedt-on X, 
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